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Presidents Report
Kia ora koutou BEANZ,
As an association we are proud to announce that we
are officially an incorporated society with a slight
name change that reflects our commitment to
honour the Treaty, ‘Biology Educators Aotearoa
New Zealand’. This has been a lengthy process that
has come about after much consultation and has
taken the collaboration of many including; BEANZ
members, NZASE, other subject associations,
Teacher Development Aotearoa, the Ministry of
Education, chartered accountants and lawyers.

email: admin@beanz.org.nz
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We have had all accounts audited and have a
freshly minted constitution drafted, this will allow us
to step into the new year with a stronger framework
and set of systems in place to offer more support to
Biology Teachers throughout Aotearoa. A big thank
you to all involved, this has been a massive project for us as a volunteer led association.

This is also the time in the year when we appoint new people within our association to
leadership roles. Expressions of interest are closing at the end of the month for the BEANZ
research scholarship and positions within the executive and regional network.
A poll was taken at our latest AGM for expressions of interest. If you missed this and are
interested in being more involved with BEANZ please contact us via the BEANZ email.
Please note, don't count yourself out, we want as much diversity as possible, we value the mahi
of new teachers as well as those who have taught for a long time.
Our AGM also provided an opportunity to discuss our whakapapa as an organisation and to
outline our growth since first forming in the 1990’s and the rationale for forming an incorporated
society. Discussion also hinged around our commitment to acknowledging the mahi of those
members past and present as well as looking at how we can better connect with teachers who
are currently not directly connected with BEANZ.

Discussions have begun about honouring legacy members of BEANZ with life memberships,
who for many years have volunteered their expertise and support.
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Our biggest strength has always been our regional representatives
network, more support will be offered to them in the form of teacher
release days each term, and access to funding for one off projects
such as developing resources for the new NCEA standards.
The very nature of a volunteer led organisation is that there is a
natural flux within regions where some regions, for many reasons,
become high functioning or others enter a phase of quiescence, for
the latter, BEANZ will offer interim support from a national level to
build capacity and sustainability, this ensuring that individual
members within a region can still access the support they need.
As we head towards the summer break, keep an eye out for
member voting polls for positions of appointment and please
continue to keep in touch and let us know how we can best support
you.
Ngā mihi nui
Chantal Hillier

Your BEANZ Executive
Position

Name

Email

President
NZASE Representative

Chantal Hillier

chantal.hillier@gmail.com

Senior Vice President

Sharyn Varcoe

sharyn@oxford.school.nz

Treasurer

Peter Sutton

Peter.Sutton@pcmedia.co.nz

Website Coordinator

Ben Himme

ben.himme@woodford.school.nz

Exam Coordinator

Kenneth Loh

kloh@ormiston.school.nz

Curriculum Development

Erica Jar

ericajar@solwaycollege.school.nz

Curriculum Development

Penny Daddy

daddypenny@ngatawa.school.nz

Tertiary Representative

Nic Rawlence

nic.rawlence@otago.ac.nz

National Administrator

Allan Smith

admin@beanz.org.nz

Regional Representatives
(Non-executive position)

Mike Stone

mikhal@actrix.co.nz
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Introducing an Executive Member

Ben Himme

Website Coordinator / IT

I’m a full-time Biology teacher at Woodford House. In my spare
time I work on my own website for Science & Biology Teachers –
www.pathwayz.org. I also chair the Hawkes Bay Science and
Technology Fair. I joined the BEANZ exec in 2015 and it has been a
great way to connect with other passionate Biology teachers and to
keep informed with what’s happening in our field. I’m trying to
eliminate any technical barriers that prevent our members from
engaging with the BEANZ network. I’m currently helping to
develop our new membership portal. We’re hoping to improve
access to a range of new resources in the near future. I have to
confess to being an AFOL (Adult Fan of Lego) and in my spare time
I enjoy riding / repairing / modifying Vespas..
NZ Biology Teachers group on
Facebook
A treasure trove of wonderful images.
I couldn’t help but include one or two,
in this newsletter!
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Your Regional Representatives
Region

Name

Email Contact

Northland

Lynn Kincla
Susan McLoy
Mike Stone
Chandar Dewan
Heidi Haringa
Barbara McGowan
Anumeet Kaur
Linda Haycock
New Reps needed
Jean Grattan
Holly Wilson
New Rep needed
Alice Houkamau
Ben Himme
Melissa Jacobsen
Penny Daddy
Dr Heather Meikle
Reps needed
New Reps needed

lkincla@pukemirokura.school.nz
s.mccloy@abundantlife.school.nz
mikhal@actrix.co.nz
chandard@tangaroa.school.nz
hrg@northcote.school.nz
b.mcgowan@ags.school.nz
kau@pakuranga.school.nz
linda.haycock@greenbayhigh.school.nz

Auckland

Waikato
Bay of Plenty
Central North Island
Gisborne
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki
Manawatu-Wanganui
Porirua / Hutt Valley
Wellington Central
Kapiti Coast
/Horowhenua
Wairarapa
Nelson/ Marlborough
West Coast
Canterbury North and
Christchurch
Canterbury West &
South
Eastern Otago & Urban
Dunedin
Central Otago
Southland

jgrattan@otc.school.nz
hwilson@otc.school.nz
alice.houkamau@gghs.school.nz
ben.himme@woodford.school.nz
melissaj@taranakidio.school.nz
daddypenny@ngatawa.school.nz
h.meikle@pnghs.school.nz

jeanette.summers@kc.school.nz

Jeanette Summers
Erica Jar

erica.jar@solwaycollege.school.nz

Gerd Banke
Johnnie Fraser
Angela Fox

gerd.banke@nayland.school.nz
fe@nelsoncollege.school.nz
fox@swas.ac.nz
mattiaswieland@hotmail.com

Mattias Wieland
New Reps needed
Yvonne Caulfield
Jean Allibone
Jim Gilbert
Heather Petelo
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ymc@lphs.school.nz
jallibone@kavanagh.school.nz
jgilbert@wakatipu.school.nz
heather.petelo@sbhs.school.nz

BEANZ Lockdown Support –
September 2021
With the Auckland Lockdown into its seventh week and with no sign of it
ending soon, BEANZ contacted our Auckland member schools and offered
support in any way that we could. The responses were swift and
immediately identified that teachers in Auckland wanted some
support. Some were struggling to balance their own children with teaching,
others with maintaining student motivation for on-line learning and simply
finishing the curriculum in time. Support from BEANZ was bespoke and in
some cases, this was simply obtaining resources for teaching. For others,
running on-line lessons and for a few, pre-recorded revision sessions. The
message from BEANZ for Auckland teachers remains the same (to misquote
the Jackson 5): "We''ll be there".

A New Membership Structure for BEANZ
To simplify things, BEANZ membership will cost $150 per domain* per annum,
but will now include the following membership benefits. As part of our
commitment to our members, the executive will endeavour to discount
membership whenever we secure funding that allows us to do so. We are
currently offering any users that held a BEANZ membership under NZASE
(legacy users) a free year of membership. We're also offering new members one
year membership for $1.
Membership Benefits:
• the BEANZ L3 Biology Exams (included - no extra charge)
• access to our QAAM tasks (Quality Assured Internal Assessments)
• free attendance at any of our workshops
• BEANZ newsletter (approx. once per term)
• some exciting new resources TBA in 2022 (watch this space!!!)
*The first user to register their school domain (e.g. "@schoolname.school.nz")
will be charged an annual subscription. Any subsequent users from the same
school will be able to register an account, free-of-charge, provided they use an
email address with the same school domain. Users trying to register with public
domain email addresses (e.g. gmail, hotmail, yahoo & xtra) will only be able to
register as an individual (not as a school).
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Sharing your mahi
From Yvonne Caulfield (Logan Park High School - Dunedin)
2020 will forever be remembered as the year we didn’t get to take our
Biology students on any field trips. EOTC experiences provide a wide range
of positive interactions and learning experiences for students. Logan Park
High School is lucky to have close connections to the University of Otago.
Our close proximity means we are fortunate to be able to take advantage
of a range of opportunities they provide. This term we have visited Marine
Science at Portobello where Hanna Ravn their secondary-level educator
delivers a wide range of programs. Hanna has taken over from Steve Cutler
who recently retired after many years in science education. This year we
chose the Evolution; Patterns and Processes program. This links directly to
achievement standard 91605 (3.5) Demonstrate understanding of
evolutionary processes leading to speciation. Students
categorised species, looking for commonalities. They
measured limpet shells and explored distribution of species
across Aotearoa. They dissected a squid to look at vestigial
structures and eye evolution. Our year 13 students loved
the opportunity to participate in these different and varied
activities that allowed them to make real-world (New
Zealand context) connections. Marine Science have a good
range of resources available on their webpage, its worth
checking
out.
https://www.otago.ac.nz/marinestudies/resources/index.html
Late in term two we also managed to visit the Physiology department
to explore Cardiac function and thermoregulation, the department
offers a range of hands-on activities to engage students. This lab links
directly to AS91604 (3.4) Homeostasis. Lastly, we visited
Biochemistry, here we had the opportunity to run a gel
electrophoresis, and attend a lecture about active research, this
supports AS91607 (3.7) Biotechnology.
Each year we try to incorporate a range of activities to encourage our
students to consider the sciences for future study. In previous years
we have been to the Animal Attic at the Otago Museum and to the
Microscopy lab at the Medical school. The students love to visit the
Anatomy museum and we have visited Orokonui Ecosanctuary. By
using our many contacts in the community we have had offers of support from Southern Clams
and Genetics Otago however time away from the classroom (and school) is contested by other
subject areas and so we tend to try to cater our field trips to ensure they have direct relevance to
internal and external exams. Feedback from our students has been overwhelmingly positive, they
appreciate our value-added and low cost is a priority for all field trips. I hope that in 2022 we
manage to make some new connections with other organisations.
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand more, so that
we may fear less.”
― Marie Curie
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From Angie Fox (South Westland Area School – Hari Hari)
As part of the Science Teaching Leadership Programme, run by The Royal Society Te Apārangi,
I spent terms 1 and 2 of 2021 working for the Franz Josef DOC Biodiversity team and engaging
in extensive PLD. I was lucky enough to be involved in field work relating to kea monitoring
and aversion work in advance of the next 1080 operation in the area. As part of this, a small
team of 5, including myself and another STLP participant teacher, spent 3 days at Chancellor
Hut (quite literally at the top of the Fox Glacier) catching and banding as many new kea as
we could get our hands on.
Normally on banding trips like this, DOC are happy
if they are able to band 10 new birds - we banded
43 kea! In addition to putting 3 identification bands
(for tracking purposes) on their legs, blood and
feather samples, beak, head, and weight
measurements were taken for each new bird. The
blood and feather samples are part of two different
ongoing research projects into kea diet and genetic
diversity, as well as checking blood lead levels. The
vast majority of kea caught were juvenile males,
leading us to speculate about offspring sex ratio and
the good breeding season our local kea obviously
had after the last pest
control operation.
I was lucky enough to have the job of kea handler, and spent an
awful lot of time seated on the bench pictured, holding kea
whilst their samples were taken and flash new jewellery added.
Each kea took between 20-30 minutes to process before being
released again, and most seemed to enjoy watching what was
happening to them once they realised they weren't about to be
murdered. Anything within reach of their beak was fair game
though, and the universe smiled on me as I was the only person
to escape unbitten. One especially patient kea who let the
newest DOC member test out their banding skills was given the
name Kaiako for their excellent behaviour, whilst one of the 3
females we caught who left her catcher bleeding was named
Nemesis. Nemesis is the one I am getting out of her catch bag
and I've included a close up of her face so you can see her
slightly shorter upper mandible, almost every other kea pictured
is male.
What did I learn? Female kea are a pain to catch but much better
behaved than the boys when being held. Juvenile kea are clever idiots
who will get themselves caught again seemingly for the fun of it; it is
no wonder they were so easy for bounty-hunters to kill en masse back in
the day!
The big take home is the identification bands, if anyone sees a kea with
bands in the wild, you can report it
here: https://app.birdbanding.doc.govt.nz/
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You can take any/all parts of this and use it as
you wish, hopefully it's helpful! If there's
anything else you want, like how I'm using this
experience to guide my classroom teaching or
something else, let me know. I feel like I'd gone
on a bit of a ramble by this point. :)
Shout outs to
Rose Lanman,
Kat Bugler,
Emma Novak,
and Jacinta
Burton - Team
Kea!
You can do this sort of thing too! Apply for STLP! Jacinta is
an intermediate teacher from central Christchurch who was
placed at UC, and through her contacts there managed to
sneak onto one of my field trips. It's definitely the most
involved PLD I've done to date.
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2021
The BEANZ Research Scholarship is available to a practising New Zealand Biology
teacher to conduct research into a relevant and current aspect of Biology of national
benefit to Year 7 – 13 Biology teachers.
The research findings will summarised in a written report and presented at a national level science
educators’ conference. Depending on the research topic chosen, the report may provide material that
can form the basis for the annual BEANZ workshop.
Possible topics:
• Using a range of local Biology contexts/issues to develop meaningful science programmes for Year 7 –
11 Science.
• Teaching biology-focussed socio-scientific issues such as: responding to biosecurity threats e.g. pest
control; gene editing in health care; building a marina; using GMOs.
• How to effectively incorporate digital technology into Biology programmes.
• Improving Biology teaching through culturally responsive teaching practises.
• Or suggest your own topic.
Who may apply?
Any Biology teacher who: • Is a specialist Science teacher of years 7 - 13 experienced in teaching
Biology classes (includes Head of Department and Intermediate teachers).
• Is a registered teacher in a permanent full or part-time position (at least 0.6 FTE), holding a current
Teaching Certificate and employed by the Board of Trustees of a New Zealand school.
• Has taught the New Zealand Curriculum in the Science Learning Area for a minimum of 5 years.
• Will disseminate their research findings and is willing to taking a role in BEANZ, either locally and/ or
nationally, for the following 2 years (2022 – 2023) with support from BEANZ disseminating the findings
from the research.
• Is a New Zealand Citizen, or the holder of a New Zealand Residency permit. • Is a member of BEANZ
(either individually or through their school).
• Current BEANZ exec members may not apply.
The scholarship fund
The Scholarship fund is available as a result of BEANZ receiving Networks of Expertise funding to
enable the association to support and improve Biology teaching practice. The focus is on building
teacher capability at regional and national levels. The scholarship provides up to $15000 (incl GST) for
your school to cover release time taken over a maximum timeframe of one year and up to $2000 to
cover expenses incurred in carrying out the research.
When can the research project start?
The scholarship can be taken up any time from the commencement of Term 1 2022. The report must be
completed by 30 November 2022.
Research findings will be presented in a report and presentation at SciCon 2022 or Biolive/ Chem Ed
2023. Depending on the research topic chosen The report may provide material that can form the basis
for the annual BEANZ workshop.
Application close November 30 2021. Contact the BEANZ National Administrator
(admin@beanz.org.nz ) for an application form
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Genetics Resources from Thierry Lints
In your Term 3 newsletter (p13) you were introduced to a
resource produced by the University of Auckland Genomics Into
Medicine initiative (GIM): Unlocking Life’s Code
The resource introduces fundamental mechanisms of life to
students, laying the groundwork for them to develop informed
opinions about the complex issues that arise out of genomics use
in society today. Also, New Zealand would certainly benefit from
having a scientifically literate public, engaged citizen scientists
and a more widespread enthusiasm among young people for
STEM careers.
Unlocking Life’s Code is an interactive pdf with links to 3D-explorable molecular models and inspiring
videos of biologists who are passionate about their research. Fillable text fields enable students to record
their learning, ask and answer questions and work through genetics problems. Senior students might
navigate much of the resource on their own and will likely find it a useful extension to their classroom
learning.
You can download a copy of this resource here
A copy of the same document complete with teacher’s notes and answers is available on request from
Allan Smith (BEANZ National Administrator admin@beanz.org.nz )

Variations in DNA sequence between people contribute significantly to
differences in phenotype and disease risk. Our understanding of this
complexity has progressed phenomenally over the two decades since the
publication of the draft human genome sequence. This has been driven by
amazing technological progress in next-generation sequencing, which has
enabled whole-genome sequencing of millions of people and rapid advances
in precision medicine. Societal impacts are likely to be far-reaching and pilot
programs in the U.S. and U.K. are now exploring the costs and benefits of
population-wide whole genome sequencing of newborns as a screening
method to identify potential risks of disease throughout life. Furthermore,
beyond human health, genomics is making important contributions to
conservation biology, agriculture and anthropology. Along with this
increased genomic knowledge comes the possibility of specifically modifying
organisms using gene editing, including the genetic manipulation of human
embryos.
This student (and teacher) resource gives a background on the history of genetics and genomics research
and provides a wide-ranging introduction to modern genomics research. The resource is tailored for senior
biology students (Years 12-13) and has a strong focus on the ethical conundrums this research raises,
making it ideally suited for students interested in the socio-scientific ramifications of genomics for
Aotearoa/New Zealand society. The resource has already been used successfully in several Auckland
schools by students engaged in Biology 3.2 (AS91602) and anonymised student exemplar work is
available on request. The scope of the resource is such that it would also benefit senior biology students
taking other Achievement Standards (e.g. Bio 3.7).
You can download a copy of this resource here
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By Nic Rawlence • 31/05/2021

The eastern moa is stuck fast in the swamp, its thick legs having punched through the peat
into the liquid blue clay beneath. Death is inevitable, whether from starvation or from
above.
Unable to move, the moa can only eat what it can reach around it, if anything. The forests that
covered this area during warmer times are but a dim memory in the recesses of time. Instead, the
swamp is surrounded by tussock grass and celery pine. Occasionally the moa tries to escape in
vain from the swamp’s tight grasp, bumping against the bones of its brethren preserved in this
death trap.
Suddenly, something slams into the back of the moa, pushing it further into the swamp. Large
talons rip through flesh and bone. The moa’s arch-nemesis, the King of the Eagles, has just
arrived for dinner.
14,000 years later, in the middle of a bone-dry North Canterbury paddock, I’m excavating
the Glencrieff moa swamp as part of my PhD research. Removing a large eastern moa pelvis
from its Ice Age tomb, I turn it over in my muddy hands to reveal four deep gouge marks left by
that moa killing machine, Haast’s eagle.
Imagining this potential, and let’s face it, one-sided ‘battle’ between two avian giants in Aotearoa
New Zealand is a glimpse into a prehistoric world, one ruled by titans. Why did this isolated
archipelago in the South Pacific have so many chonky birds? This menagerie included, among
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others, key players like Eyles’ Harrier (the largest harrier in the world), adzebill, takahē, giant
goose, and Poūwa, oh my.
One of the keys to why New Zealand has so many feathered giants is our dynamic geological
history. In the break-up of a long-term relationship, Aotearoa had started separating from the
supercontinent Gondwana around 80 million years ago, before many of the flying ancestors of
our unique birds arrived on our shores.
Lithornids, a worldwide group of extinct birds similar to
modern-day tinamous, arrived in New Zealand 58 million
years ago and evolved into moa, and again only eight million
years later, this time evolving into our national bird, the kiwi.
Another widespread group, the tiny flufftails (yes, they are a
thing) arrived here 40 million years ago and evolved into the
enigmatic predatory adzebill (incidentally, flufftails also got
to Haiti and evolved into the now extinct Haitian cave rail).
The tūpuna of our giant goose, the Cape Barren goose,
possibly arrived here at least 19 million years ago (though this
is still up for debate given the fragmentary nature of fossil
remains). The rest of our chonky feathered menagerie seems
to have joined the party only recently around the PlioPleistocene boundary 2.5 million years ago in what I have
affectingly coined The Great Australianisation of New
Zealand…but more on that later.
It’s not all about moa: Chonky
But landing here only gets you so far. In Survivor Aotearoa,
birds came in all shapes and
filling an available niche or job vacancy is key, otherwise, you
sizes like Cnemiornis goose.
Artwork by Paul Martinson © Te will be voted off the island. The lithornids that gave rise to
Papa CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
moa filled a niche for a large ground-dwelling herbivore,
I
previously occupied by dinosaurs (this isn’t far from the
truth…upon seeing a cassowary in Melbourne Zoo my then three-year-old said “that’s not a bird
Daddy, that’s a dinosaur”). In a case of founder takes all or first-in, first-served, when the
ancestors of kiwi arrived they had to fill the niche of a ‘small’ nocturnal bird. The same pattern
occurred in South America with the lithornid ancestors of the large flightless rhea and the small
tinamous.
The Great Australianisation of New Zealand beautify illustrates Survivor Aotearoa. For
millions of years, the landscape was dominated by a deep, dark forest. It wasn’t until the
Pleistocene Ice Age started around 2.5 million years ago that forest retreated into refugia and the
landscape looked a lot like the sunburnt country of Australia – vast and open. With the sudden
availability of open habitat niches, a whole suite of applicants crossed the ditch, applied, and got
the job as the progenitors of some of our most iconic birds. The little or booted eagle (the
smallest eagle in the world), spotted harrier, purple swamphen, and the black swan, rapidly
evolved into the chonky Haast’s eagle, Eyles’ harrier, takahē, and the All Black of the bird world,
the Poūwa.
Arriving on a strange island, what made these feathered freshmen decide to embrace the chonk?
Unlike other parts of the world, New Zealand lacked terrestrial mammals, the only exceptions
being bats and a diminutive waddling mouse…that we know of. In a case of use it or lose it,
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many of our avian tūpuna become flightless or flight-reduced (like the Poūwa), and bigger than
their forebears. Flying is expensive, so why bother if you can eat your breakfast in relative peace,
without being harassed or eaten by furry predators. In a land where the top predators were birds
who hunted by sight, echoing a scene from Jurassic Park, it paid to keep absolutely still and not
move (aka the freezing behaviour of kākāpō).
One of the necessities of life, food, also played an important role in obtaining large size. Over
evolutionary time, eating unpalatable herbivorous food often results in animals becoming chonky.
Think of moa, takahē and kākāpō. In the case of Haast’s eagle and Eyles’ harrier, their ancestors
filled the niche of top avian predators. Many of our birds were already relative giants – by 16-19
million years ago moa, adzebill, and goose were large. To hunt in a land of giants, these raptors
had to be pimped up, and quickly, giving Popeye a run for his money. The extremely large size of
female giant moa compared to males (termed reverse sexual dimorphism) is thought to be due to
a competition between females to give their offspring the best possible start in life.
Being big wasn’t all it was cracked up to be though. Many
of our feathered giants were K-selected (i.e. slow breeding)
compared to r-selected boom-bust species (think of the
current mice plagues ravaging rural Australia). This made
our chonky birds very prone to extinction when
Polynesians arrived in Aotearoa. Take away a bird’s food
source (in the case of our large raptors) or decimate their
numbers below replacement level, and extinction was all
but guaranteed.
Today, only bones remain of the majority of our giant birds
for scientists to piece together their long-forgotten tales.
Takahē and kākāpō are refugee species that have survived
in relict populations, saved no doubt due to their Eyrie in
the Murchison Mountains, and nocturnal behaviour,
respectively. I for one think Aotearoa is much poorer
Super chonk vs Superman: Our
without our lost feathered giants. To come across moa in
feathered giants have been the
the forest and be honked at by angry Poūwa, to seeing
inspiration for some of Superman’s
greatest villains.
Haast’s eagle soar high in the sky above the mountains
would certainly bring an exciting, new element to the great
outdoors. Who knows, in another place, another time, maybe insurance companies would offer
moa and eagle insurance. You were giants among birds. Lost but not forgotten.
Dr Nic Rawlence
BEANZ Tertiary Representative
Director - Otago Paleogenetics Laboratory
Senior Lecturer in Ancient DNA
Department of Zoology
University of Otago, Dunedin
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